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PURPOSE 
 
This purpose of this exercise is for you to demonstrate by programming Dijkstra's 
algorithm your understanding of how a network routes packets.  The algorithm is 
described on pages 109-110 of Understanding Internet Protocols. 
 
EXERCISE PROCESS 
 
JNWS must be installed as described in the User’s Guide. 
 
You will need to run the JNWS model to demonstrate that you implementation 
works. 
 
You will need a working ModelDataLink/HDLC.java (from project JDLC3). 
 
EXERCISE 
 
1. Complete the method ModelEvents. 

RoutePacketAtNodeOrProcessAtDestination.ExecuteEvent ( ).  This requires 
only one line of code, which shows the relative simplicity of the forwarding 
process (Hint: You will need to examine ModelPhysical.Node to locate the 
routing table and to examine ModelDataLink.InterfaceBaseClass to find the 
transmit buffer of the interface.  Then you will need to determine how to add 
an IP packet to the transmit buffer.)  (Note to Spring 2012 students- we 
mistakenly posted JNWS with this line of code included, so you don’t get to 
work this part, but look at the code anyway.)   

 
2. Complete the method ModelNetworking.Routing.ComputeRoutingTable ( ) 

using Dijkstra's algorithm as described in Understanding Internet Protocols. 
The cost matrix is provided for you by JNWS; your code must produce the 
vector forward_routers[] that defines the next-hop routing for a given node, 
based on the destination node. NOTE: forward_routers[] represents one row 
of the routing matrix; that row corresponds to node source. 

 
3. At the end of the method call PrintTestOutput() to print the cost matrix and 

the routing matrix.  Use Utility.out.println ( string ) to print the output to the 
center panel of the MainGUI. (Note to Spring 2012 students- This step is 
already programmed into the template.)   

 



4. Run the simulation under NetBeans (select JNWS for the main program if 
necessary). Click on the Topology (T) button in the GUI and select file 
JNWS/Data_For_JNW/BookRouterNetworkHDLC.txt. 

5. Now use the Open File Containing e-mail button, , to read in the file 
JNWS/Data_For_JNW/EMAIL_UDP_42.txt.  Then click the Run Network 

Workbench button,  and see that the simulation 
correctly routes the e-mails: Each e-mail contains its source and destination 
address. 

 
DEMONSTRATION 
 
No separate demonstration is provided for this exercise, but an example input 
topology and output is provided below. Use can use this to check your results. A 
text file containing the input topology below is also posted on the website. 

To run the test, start JNWS at StartJNWS.main (). From the toolbar, click the 
Enter Print Permissions button, , and check “Display Input Topology,” and 
“Display CostMatrix And Routing Matrices.” Use the “Open file containing 
topology...” button, , to open the topology file, “BookTopology.txt,” 

shown below and also found in JNWS/Data_For_JNW. The computed routing will 
be printed immediately. 

For input topology, “BookTopology.txt” 

//  JAVA NETWORK WORKBENCH TOPOLOGY INPUT FILE  
//  FORMAT: SOURCE NODE NUMBER, DESTINATION NODE NUMBER, 
CAPACITY IN KBPS  
//  FORMAT: INTERFACE TYPE, BIT ERROR RATE, TRANSMISSION DELAY  
//  Figure 8.8 of Pullen  
//  The delay time is 10 times the number in Figure 8.8 of Pullen  
//  NOTE: The error rates are insignificant, essentially 0.!  
//  Network type is a router network ���NETWORK-TYPE:Router_Network  
//  MANDATORY LINK CHARACTERISTICS  
//  LINK FORMAT: SOURCE NODE NUMBER, DESTINATION NODE NUMBER, 
CAPACITY IN KBPS,  
//  INTERFACE TYPE, BIT ERROR RATE, TRANSMISSION DELAY IN 
MICROSECONDS  
 
//Duplex link between nodes 1 and 2, by the numbering in the book  
0,1,10000,Ethernet, 0.000000001 , 60  
//Duplex link between nodes 1 and 3, by the numbering in the book  
0,2,10000,Ethernet, 0.000000001 , 90  
//Duplex link between nodes 1 and 4, by the numbering in the book  
0,3,10000,Ethernet, 0.000000001 , 20  
//Duplex link between nodes 2 and 5, by the numbering in the book  



1,4,10000,Ethernet, 0.000000001 , 30  
//Duplex link between nodes 3 and 6, by the numbering in the book  
2,5,10000,Ethernet, 0.000000001 , 20  
//Duplex link between nodes 4 and 5, by the numbering in the book  
3,4,10000,Ethernet, 0.000000001 , 30  
//Duplex link between nodes 4 and 6, by the numbering in the book  
3,5,10000,Ethernet, 0.000000001 , 40  
//Duplex link between nodes 5 and 7, by the numbering in the book  
4,6,10000,Ethernet, 0.000000001 , 40  
//Duplex link between nodes 6 and 7, by the numbering in the book  
5,6,10000,Ethernet, 0.000000001 , 50 ��� 
 
// NODE POSITIONS  
// IF NOT READ-IN HERE, THE POSITIONS ARE RANDOMLY ASSIGNED BY 
THE MODEL  
Position of Node 0 = ( 65 , 240 )  
Position of Node 1 = ( 200 , 100 )  
Position of Node 2 = ( 200 , 420 )  
Position of Node 3 = ( 450 , 240 )  
Position of Node 4 = ( 600 , 100 )  
Position of Node 5 = ( 600 , 420 )  
Position of Node 6 = ( 750 , 240 ) 
 
the answer should be  

COST MATRIX (INPUT) 

0.0  60.0  90.0  20.0 1.0E30  1.0E30  1.0E30 

60.0 0.0  1.0E30  1.0E30 30.0  1.0E30  1.0E30 

90.0  1.0E30  0.0  1.0E30  1.0E30 20.0  1.0E30 

20.0  1.0E30 1.0E30  0.0  30.0  40.0 1.0E30 

1.0E30  30.0  1.0E30  30.0  0.0 1.0E30 40.0 

1.0E30  1.0E30  20.0 40.0  1.0E30  0.0 50.0 

1.0E30  1.0E30  1.0E30 1.0E30  40.0  50.0 0.0 



 ROUTING MATRIX BY NODE NUMBER  

0 1 3 3 3 3 3  

0 1 4 4 4 4 4  

5 5 2 5 5 5 5  

0 4 5 3 4 5 4  

3 1 3 3 4 3 6  

3 3 2 3 3 5 6  

4 4 5 4 4 5 6 

 
 
SUBMITTING 
 
Run the simulation with the input topology, BookRouterNetworkHDLC.txt.  Save 
the output using the menu File -> Write Output Data as Text.  Check the 
messages to ensure that they arrive at the correct node.  Each message contains 
its destination in the message.  You will need this routing capability for later 
exercises.   
 
Submit a copy of the output, a copy of ModelEvents. 
RoutePacketAtNodeOrProcessAtDestination.ExecuteEvent ( ), and a copy of your 
class ModelNetworking.Routing.java.  Do not submit the routed email messages.   


